
Another quarter has come and gone and your team is wondering what went wrong – again. In retrospect, you know 
now that you had ample opportunity to spot and correct problems – only if you had the insight into your pipeline 
and how things were changing.

Transactional CRM systems are terrific at displaying real-time data but fall short when you need to see what’s 
changed in sales pipeline mechanics – arguably the most important  process sales teams are tasked with managing 
effectively. The problem is not with sales teams, it’s with the tools. 

Why “What’s Changed” Matters
At the heart of Cloud9’s Dynamic Pipeline Management solution for Salesforce is the concept of “What’s Changed.” 
Simply put, you can’t know how deals are progressing – or deteriorating – if you can’t compare your pipeline now 
against where it was a week ago. Or yesterday morning. Or last quarter. And if you can’t see What’s Changed, you 
don’t know what new opportunities present strategic value, or what deferred deals can be brought back into the 
forecast period. Until it’s too late.  

Knowing “What’s Changed” in your pipeline enables you to be better prepared and know what questions to ask. So 
your weekly sales meetings are more efficient. On-on-one coaching with your reps is more productive. And those 
surprises at the end of the quarter are a thing of the past. 

The Myths of Salesforce Reporting 
Despite the wealth of available reports available in Salesforce, none of them can show you exactly “What’s 
Changed” in your pipeline. You either get summary information that presents information at too high of a level or 
you have to wade through a mountain of detail to find the opportunity that really matters.   

Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management  
Solutions for Sales Leaders
Dramatically improve sales pipeline visibility in  
Salesforce data to improve win rates, increase  
forecast accuracy, and boost Salesforce adoption

“The pipeline might 
change by $1M from  
one week to the next  
and although that’s a big 
change, it used to take  
us hours to create and  
compare reports to 
find exactly what had 
changed. Now, Cloud9 
Pipeline Accelerator lays 
the answers right out  
for us – in a matter of 
seconds!”

Richard Guest,  
VP of Sales Operations,  
GENBAND 

On-Demand Dynamic Pipeline Management for Sales Teams

Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline  
Management solutions enable  

you to see what’s really  
changing in your pipeline.



Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solutions are based on Cloud9’s patent-pending Change Analytics engine  
that creates a data warehouse on the fly and tracks “What’s Changed” across any and all objects – even custom 
objects – in Salesforce. It enables you to automatically perform trending, comparisons, and complex table 
relationships simply not possible with Salesforce alone to deliver the right level of information and insight you need 
to close more deals faster. 

The Sales Leadership Challenge
Your challenge as a sales leader is to make sense of the data in CRM systems so you can manage your sales teams 
better. Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solutions provide right kind of information – at the right level of detail 
– that enables you to make both the art and science of sales work together.   

Cloud9 delivers actionable, “What’s Changed” insight three ways:

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator is a self-service application you use to investigate “What’s Changed” in your pipeline. 
Start by comparing your pipeline between where it is now versus a week or a month ago. See what opportunities 
have changed and why – instantly. Then drill down to specific opportunities for more investigation.

“What’s Changed” reports can be  
automatically emailed to your key 

stakeholders – anytime, anywhere. 
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Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator enables 
you to see what’s changed in your 

pipeline across opportunities,  
regions, rep, and even products.



Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator Reports enable you and your team to automatically distribute “What’s Changed”  
information to your extended team. They receive Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator reports via email as a unified Excel 
workbook. We’ve even created the Cloud9 Weekly Solution Set to get you started.

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator Mobile lets you stay on top of key opportunities via your mobile device. Simply 
select the opportunities you want to follow in Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator and a watch list is automatically sent to 
your mobile device with up-to-date information on how your critical opportunities are changing. 

When you can actually see what’s changing in your pipeline, you can effectively manage your teams and your 
deals. The result? More predictable results. Increased win rates. Better rep performance. 

No End-of-Quarter Surprises
With Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solutions, you’ll finally get ahead of your pipeline to deliver more 
wins and better forecasts. You’ll see new opportunities as they enter the pipeline and manage at-risk deals to 
keep them in the forecast period. And you’ll have time to make these course corrections before it’s too late and 
another quarter goes by while you wonder what went wrong. Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solutions 
also enable you to:

Save time: Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator offers “detect and correct” pipeline management and shows “What’s 
Changed” in the pipeline so you don’t have to waste time hunting through opportunity details. 

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator Reports 
automatically delivers key pipeline 

information to your extended team for 
“one version of the truth.”

Cloud9 Pipeline Accelerator Mobile 
instantly delivers custom watch  

lists to your mobile device. 



Make better, faster decisions: With “What’s Changed” details available within a historical context, you can make 
better decisions faster and save time when preparing for meetings.

Quickly assess team performance: See information on all reps and teams in a single report - multi-page 
spreadsheets and “stare and compare” pipeline analysis become things of the past.

Bottom Line
The Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management solution for Salesforce is designed for sales teams to get more out of their 
current pipeline by increasing win rates, improving forecast accuracy, and boosting Salesforce adoption.  Based on 
the concept of “What’s Changed,” it enables sales leaders to really manage their pipeline with unprecedented insight 
into sales pipeline mechanics that translates into more revenue. The result is sales leaders can deliver the order, 
direction, and accountability modern sales teams need to be successful. 

Delivered on demand as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), the Cloud9 Dynamic Pipeline Management Solution 
requires no IT investment and delivers tangible, actionable results in days, not weeks or months. So if 
you are not getting what you need out of Salesforce, Cloud9 is the answer. For more information, go to  
www.cloud9analytics.com.  
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